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More than 850 individuals partly forgotten by name, but sometimes found in historical writings, together with many well known or recently
deceased persons are presented in terms of bio-data, short career highlights, and main advances made to the profession with a short
biography of the main writings. If available, a portrait is also included. Hydraulicians in Europe, Volume 2 is a continuation of the first volume,
both in outline and in coverage and pagination. Volumes 1 and 2 include more than 1500 biographies.
This title offers a comprehensive treatment of the principles of hydraulics and pneumatics. The main objective is to provide a clear
understanding of the concepts underlying hydraulics and pneumatics. Solved question papers and numerical examples are given to aid
understanding.
The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the United States Congress. It is published daily when
Congress is in session. The Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are recorded in The
Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837), and the
Congressional Globe (1833-1873)

Written by Dr. E.C. Fitch, the book contains over 340 double column pages which include 400 figures and tables, a
comprehensive bibliography, and index. There is no root cause of mechanical failure, known to the author, that has been
ignored or left out. Nowhere in the world is this information put together in such a concise and comprehensive manner,
and the book will serve as a reference and guide to designers, practising engineers, maintenance technicians, plant
managers and operators who must design, maintain and operate fluid–dependent mechanical systems.
This book features papers focusing on the implementation of new and future technologies, which were presented at the
International Conference on New Technologies, Development, and Application, held at the Academy of Science and Arts
of Bosnia and Herzegovina in Sarajevo on June 24-26, 2021. It covers a wide range of future technologies and technical
disciplines, including complex systems such as Industry 4.0; patents in industry 4.0; robotics; mechatronics systems;
automation; manufacturing; cyber-physical and autonomous systems; sensors; networks; control, energy, renewable
energy sources; automotive and biological systems; vehicular networking and connected vehicles; effectiveness and
logistics systems; smart grids; nonlinear systems; power, social and economic systems; education; and IoT. The book
New Technologies, Development and Application III is oriented toward Fourth Industrial Revolution industry 4.0,
implementation which improves many aspects of human life in all segments and leads to changes in business paradigms
and production models. Further, new business methods are emerging and transforming production systems, transport,
delivery, and consumption, which need to be monitored and implemented by every company involved in the global
market.
Hydrometry presents a thorough introduction to the science of hydrometry: the measurement of flow in open channels.
Dealing with both traditional techniques and innovative new methods and instruments, in line with the latest ISO
standards, this book deals with the main themes of hydrometry: the measurement of water levels and bed levels, of
discharge, and of sediment transport; it considers the use of flow measuring structures, hydrological networks, and the
organization of surveys. Dr Boiten has extensive experience of teaching students from many countries and backgrounds,
and has distilled this experience into a clear and comprehensive account of hydrology and water resource management.
Hydrometry will appeal to graduate students and to professionals engaged in hydrology and the management of water
resources.
Revised and updated, this second edition of Design of Hydraulic Gates maintains the same goal as the original: to be used as a
textbook and a manual of design of gates, presenting the main aspects of design, manufacture, installation and operation of
hydraulic gates, while introducing new products, technologies and calculation procedures. This edition included new chapters on
intake gates and trashrack design, highlighting the aspects of safety, operational and maintenance procedures. To improve the
strength against structural failure of intake trashracks, the author proposes a series of rigid calculation assumptions, design
parameters and manufacturing procedures, which will certainly result in safer trashracks. Some 340 drawings and photographs, 82
tables, 107 references and 23 worked examples help the reader to understand the basic concepts and calculation methods
presented.
Instrumentation and automatic control systems.
Product Dimensions: 9.7 x 6.6 x 2.1 inches The Handbook has been composed on the basis of processing, systematization, and
classification of the results of a great number of investigations published at different time. The essential part of the book is the
outcome of investigations carried out by the author.The present edition of this Handbook should assist in increasing the quality and
efficiency of the design and usage of indutrial power engineering and other constructions and also of the devices and apparatus
through which liquids and gases move.
Sediment transport in irrigation canals influences to a great extent the sustainability of an irrigation system. Unwanted erosion or deposition
will not only increase maintenance costs, but may also lead to unfair, unreliable and unequitable distribution of irrigation water to the end
users. Proper knowledge of the characteristics, including behaviour and transport of sediment will help to design irrigation systems, plan effi
cient and reliable water delivery schedules, to have a controlled deposition of sediments, to estimate and arrange maintenance activities, etc.
The main aim of these lecture notes is to present a detailed analysis and physical and mathematical descriptions of sediment transport in
irrigation canals and to describe the mathematical model SETRIC that predicts the sediment transport, deposition and entrainment rate as
function of time and place for various flow conditions and sediment inputs. The model is typically suited for the simulation of sediment
transport under the particular conditions of non-wide irrigation canals where the flow and sediment transport are strongly determined by the
operation of the flow control structures. The lecture notes will contribute to an improved understanding of the behaviour of sediments in
irrigation canals. They will also help to decide on the appropriate design of the system, the water delivery plans, to evaluate design
alternatives and to achieve an adequate and reliable water supply to the farmers.
Vols. for 1968- incorporate E M $ D product data.
This book provides a discussion of the latest research pertaining to the hydraulic design of spilways and to hydraulic engineering in general. It
comprises the papers of a workshop organized to bring together engineers and scientists from around the world for the exchange of ideas on
water flow over stepped spillways. This workshop covered a range of subjects from two-phase flow characteristics to refurbishment and
implementation of spillways in existing dam structures, and the book also includes a number of illustrative case studies. Overall, this book is
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one of the first in the rapidly growing field of modern hydraulic engineering techniques. It will interest designers, scientists, and graduate
students and researchers in the fields of hydraulic, civil and environmental engineering.
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